SC Approves $1,000 Fee Increase; Mandatory Free Tuition to be Upheld

Student Council, having nothing to do at its Frien-  widget and decided to do two activity fees, per semester, increasing the total registration fee to $1,016. The motion passed. The reason that so many representatives abstained was that although the Council favored the increase, and their constituents might vote on it, election time was near.

The same Council applied for the increases. It voted to let the letter to almost everyone, for the restoration of mandatory free tuition. The motion unanimously. Representative felt that a $300 tuition was "just too free higher education should and must be funded with student money." A moment and then came out with the ticket. Mayor Robert F. Wagner agreed to a previous vetoes the increase.

President Cool Buell and the Board of High Education. If anyone of your aforementioned vetoes the increase, Council has threatened violence, and even worse. Picketing there.

Neil Caramba, chief emblezzler of Council, was the only individual to vote for the fee increase. Smiling very naively, he argued that the extra money could be used to good advantage. When questioned about the tickets Europe that he had in his pocket, Caramba answered.

Dean Manny Laxe is on the extreme left. (Nothing political meant). The other men? Who knows. They just came along for the ride.

Get It?

Photo wallet containing six pictures of the owner has been found in the Student Center. She wants it and it was there after 8 in THE TICKER.

Friday Eve Fertilizer To Maintain Grass?
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Neil Caramba, chief emblezzler of Council, was the only individual to vote for the fee increase. Smiling very naively, he argued that the extra money could be used to good advantage. When questioned about the tickets Europe that he had in his pocket, Caramba answered.

Dr. Red Palestine Out; Hot Dog Bunch Suspect

Dr. Red Palestine, hysterical attaché of the Nathan's Fan Club, has resigned from that organization in a blaze of controversy. He has accused the hot dog organization of being a "nasty vegetarian" and informed the F.B.I. about it.

Jerome Brothstein, so-called Founder of the group, has retaliated and called Dr. Palestine a "nasty vegetarian, who just likes to doodle in coloring books."

Brothstein also alleged that Dr. Palestine was making the accusations out of jealousy. "Wanting to be the Founder and having to settle for the hysterical attaché post was too much for him. He is just a nasty, meany, little boy, trying to desecrate the name of Nathan's," he declared.

When informed of Brothstein's remarks by a reporter of this great paper, Dr. Palestine thought for a moment and then came out with a very astute statement: "Sticks and stones can break my bones, but names shall never harm me."

When queried as to how he arrived at his accusation, Dr. Palestine said, "Many of the savages, including the nasty Founder, are in my class. I was suspicious from the beginning when they always pushed me this way and that."

When asked if he was going to the police, Dr. Palestine said he couldn't find nothing to prove anything about the organization. Dr. Palestine added that he had two tickets to Europe that he had in his pocket, Caramba answered.
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Neil Caramba, chief emblezzler of Council, was the only individual to vote for the fee increase. Smiling very naively, he argued that the extra money could be used to good advantage. When questioned about the tickets Europe that he had in his pocket, Caramba answered.

"Europe si, Baruch School no," No one understands, but what can you expect? Paul Pushup, president of the group, also spoke in favor of the tickets.

"I don't think that it will mean the end of the world. Some nuts actually desecrated the name of Council." He stated.
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**The Ticker**

**Friday, March 20, 1962**

**Mock Council Drinks to Bar**

Bob Indhuem announced that the Mock Council is to host a bar on Friday, March 20 from 6-9 p.m. at the New Delhi Hotel.

**Letters to the Editor**

**Letters to the Great One**

In the past three weeks we have been plagued with mpnv U.N. He refused to explain this society, has announced "that there's nothing wrong with"... (Continued on page 3)

**Letters to the Editor**

**Lottery**

This year, the lottery is being sold over the phone by the Student Center. Tickets are available to students for $1.00 each.

**A Payum**

When I was growing up, my parents were both teachers. They would always take me to the movies on Saturday nights.

**Why Not?**

Why not? Why not write an editorial called "Why Not?" for the newspaper? The Student Council has suggested that it might be a good idea.

**Crying Shame**

It's a crying shame that New York City is... (Continued on page 3)

**Guess What**

It happened! It happened! It happened! (Continued on page 3)

**Why Join in the Orientation If Wheels Get the Dames?**

Freshman Orientation Society President Eve Toront recommended that important freshmen get a chance to act at orientation. He said that all freshmen should have an equal opportunity to act at orientation.

President Toront has just been informed that she is unable to... (Continued on page 3)

**New Dept. Titles Reflect True Baruch Corruption**

In a decision to keep the Baruch School up to date, Dean Max wrote a letter to the students. The letter contained the following titles for various departments:

- **The Credit and Collection Department**
- **The Credit and Collection Department**
- **The Credit and Collection Department**
- **The Credit and Collection Department**

The letter stated that these titles are necessary to keep the school up to date.
Annual Survey Makes City Heavy Favorite Over State

By Lew Settipane

The Ticker staff, for the second consecutive year, has proven in their annual survey that City College's basketball team is superior to the Ohio State's first-rated Buckeyes.

The true relationship between the teams can be illustrated by that infallible method of deductive reasoning—comparative scores. It should be remembered that City annihilated Fordham by one point, 66-65, in Manhattan, 68-66, Manhattan had already topped Temple, 70-65, which also earlier toppled St. John's, 52-51. (We're better than St. John's after all.)

The Indians defeated Carolina by thirteen points; the latter averaged the best by topping Villanova, 76-62. Villanova squeaked by Duquesne and their star sophomore Wilton Cummings in a 65 to 61 score. The Indians early countered topped Dayton by twenty points. It may be countered that the Buckeyes defeated the Wichita team 75-71, which had completely embarrassed the Cincinnati Bearcats and their star, Ron Bonham, 52-51, in one of the year's closer games, 101-107. The Buckeyes were the only team to defeat Ohio State, smashing the Buckeyes' one top scorer, Jerry Muas and John Hassack.

When and if this game is played, THE TICKER will not be responsible for any losses incurred by students on bets.

Arrangements are now being made for promoting the game. It is expected that Thunder Herwin and Husky Cohen will guard the Buckeye's' top scorers, Jerry Muas and John Hassack.

When and if this game is played, THE TICKER will not be responsible for any losses incurred by students on bets.

America.

The reception took place in White House which was packed for this suspicious occasion. However, the report is pure bunk. Edgar, rather than Lavender. The Chief handled the festivities in the front, while Jackie entertained the boys in the back room.

The team's fine performance warranted the distribution of several jobs.

Thunder Herwin, a geology major, was given a job at mining company in the administration. Mike Winsome and Morty, accounting majors, were given jobs at the Holland Tunnel.

Cagers Win in Capitol Basketball, Jackie Too

The Chief, a former P.T. boat commander, and his sector the Beaver cagers after their upset victory over American University.

The reception took place in White House which was packed for this suspicious occasion. However, the report is pure bunk. Edgar, rather than Lavender. The Chief handled the festivities in the front, while Jackie entertained the boys in the back room.

The team's fine performance warranted the distribution of several jobs.

Thunder Herwin, a geology major, was given a job at mining company in the administration. Mike Winsome and Morty, accounting majors, were given jobs at the Holland Tunnel.

Letter to the Editor of THE TICKER:

I would like to take issue with those who have attacked my fellow Baruchian, Joe Trauma. The know nothing who has dared to attack one of the few true Americans in the Baruch School is either a Communist or Communist dupe. Let's look at the facts.

Mr. Trauma has stated, and rightfully so, needless to say, "some Americans are hysteric enough to disregard the facts and publicly embarrass Major General Runner because he is educated—his troops to think!" Now it is most obviously so, that the general has been embarrassed. It was all the world's talk. The man who cares if Army regulations forbid generals from publicly attacking past or present government officials, or banning management attacking traitors, even if they include President Truman and the Aches. Who but Truman, North Korea to theCommie.

And what's wrong with a general requiring his troops to vote? Better a true-blue American than some.traitor. Right? After all, those who might have voted for those Democrats in the last election. And then we would have had the communists in Washington taking from Moscow via the U.N.

All I can say is that Nix won, and that no people like Joe Trauma need keep reminding us of that.

Girls Wanted:

To Cover Indoor Sports
No Experience Necessary.
We'll Teach You!